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This paper is a synthesis of the results of a sociological research in
mining work and miners' life, which was done by the author in the late
forties. The research itself was done partly in the coalfields of Rosice
and Oslavany (CRO) as the initial research, partly in the district of the
associated coalmines of Ostrava and Karvina (OK) as the comparative
one. It is interesting that the crucial points of its basic bearing and many
development trends found in the miners' social dynamics coincide with
the conclusions of the extensive complex sociological research of miners'
work and their leisure time activities in the region of the OK, realized
by the Research Institute of Mining Economy in Ostrava under the le
adership of the university lecturer Karel Wysocky in the early sixties
(1964—1966). The methodological significance of the development linking
is standing out quite distinctly.
In the further context I am going to make an attempt to summarize
the results of my own research in their direct outcome in the precisely
determined range of the miners' working considerations.
The miner's social status is inseparable from his achievement at his
place of work, from his working function. It follows undoubtebly, from
the social need and the importance of coal-mining at all, which is quite
evident from the point of view of national economy. This is not much
affected so far even by the undeniable fact that the constantly more in
tensive use of other resources of energy (mineral oil, earth gas, and
prospectively nuclear energy in particular) is becoming more and more
conspicuous also in our country with the coming of the scientific-technical
revolution (STR); in conformity with this natural trend of development
the portion of the coal output will naturally decrease in the course of
time.
The specific and complicated conditions of miner's work in the pit and
its evaluation in the vast social context form a close unity of his social
position, which has been determined by the development. The working
aspects (working hours and the character of miner's achievement in his
pit) and the free-time ones (these were been treated by the author in
another context) complete each other.
It is natural that, at the time of the research, sharp contrasts appear
between the context of the capitalist, which is dying away from the past,
and the socialist system, which is conspicuously starting. Their tenor is
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clearly in favour of the socialist social system, including naturally also
its constant development progress.
In our subject the claims on the culture of work, on the culture of the
working time and free time environment, lead to a more conspicuous
manifestation of the miner's self-help, i.e. to make his subjective contri
bution to his pit work felt. It is quite in accordance with the results of
my research that the miner— already in the course of the research work —
has formed his own relation, his inner attitude to the work itself. The
work under capitalism was for him, first of all, the source of his living
and poor sustenance, both personal and his family's. It was, by far, not
sufficient, as it is shown in the past by the necessary social function of
his supplementary farming. The same fact is affirmed by the develop
ment of the miner's legal security. It was accompanied inseparably by this
economic and social (class) struggle, which in the past determined both
his existence and his social and professional status (both as an individual
and as a group); it included the situation of his family and the living
standard of all its members.
It would be interesting to make an exhaustive and systematic compa
rison of the miner's present-day working function with that found by
my field research. Although this necessity appears to be quite urgent
I am not able to do so from time and technical reasons. It remains to be
the task of a future similar monography, which will be done by a team
in the future. The basis of a similar work could be a comparison of the
conclusions of this article with the results of the mentioned research in
the OK area.
It is understandable that the miner's working function is inseparable
from the complex of his leisure-time conditions. It is testified by the
sequence of the partial sections in the context.
In the future the importance of this aspect will greatly increase. A
particularly close connection remains between the miner's working func
tion and the sanitary hygienic conditions of his workplace and this whole
living environment. In both these sections, the miner's working style
and his whole living style undergoes intense and constant changes. I am
fully aware of this fact. By the way, I tried to deal with them at another
place. In the mentioned article I put my question in a more modest way:
to describe the specific features of the miner's working function, partly
at the level of his objective functioning including, besides the mining
process itself, the complex of factors determining him in the pit, partly
also at the very mobile subjective level, i.e. the back reflex of the factors
which form usually the conditions of the miner's working process in
their revaluing effect on the miner's group or individual conscience.
From these aspects I am comming now to deal with the subject of my
article.
Let us observe the miner's working function nowadays. Miner's work
can be characterized as hard manual work, which is done underground
in difficult atmospheric conditions. At present it is most frequently per
formed by means of all accesible technical devices (automatic hammer,
electric safety lamp, air pipe-lines, sliding trough, mechanized pit trans
port, etc.).
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The direct consequences of this mechanization in the miner's individual
output are very limited in the concrete conditions of his workplace. Hard
physical pains, accompanied by a great strain of his nerves, prevail at all
times. Besides, his exacting performance in the pit is nearly always con
nected with a high risk of a light, serious, eventually also mortal injuries,
owing to particular work tasks caused by the objective character of the
workplace itself. It is interesting that the difficulty of the miner's con
stant working in the pit is felt by the subject, if you like, first of all,
evaluated as a disadvantage. It is even not too surprising if we realize
the complex of the objective conditions determining the particular char
acter of the miner's pit performance at his frequently very narrow and
uneasy workplace.
They include the natural and technical conditions of his workplace, in
particular the seam extent, which determines the miner's working position
(if supine, sitting, on his knees, or standing upright) and naturally also
the strain and the intensity of his working performance. Further these
factors include also the climatic conditions of the pit work (as tempera
ture, damp, and airing). Out of the remaining technical conditions in
fluencing, to a great extent, the working process in the pit, it is the illu
mination of the working place and of the whole working space. Then it
is noise and vibration, which are inseparable parts of the miner's working
proces with a chipping hammer or coal ploughs and of his nerve and
sense strain. In case of a mechanization of his personal working perfor
mance in the pit, the chipping hammer is still the only highest degree
reached at the majority of the pit mining working places. If we add the
hard breathable atmosphere or the exhausting pit work, the constant lack
of daylight, oppresive and increasing heat, damp,, wet, abundance of coal
dust, offensive odour and dirt, frequent space narrowness and uneasiness,
we have got a rich scale of the objectively given difficult conditions of
the miner's pit working place.
In the descending sequence of his subjective evaluation of his own
work performance, the miner adds further factors influencing his specific
working process: physical strain, health dangers (accidents or work di
seases), the complexness of his work performance (consisting of a nearly
incomprehensible variety of partial working performances), time and space
linking of individual partial operations (at any break-down or disfunction
undoubtedly complicating the process of their rapid and undisturbed se
quence), the consoling psychic compensation of his nearly constant work
ing strain apparent also from his irritated and provoking utterances. The
scope of a so much differentiated scale of objective limitations to the
miner's working operations, constantly modified by the working place,
is reflected in both his constant and extreme readiness and in his in
creasing nerve exhaustion. The miners are usually well aware of this
fact. ("Every must be a bit of a bricklayer, a carpenter, an electrician and
not only of the miner; he must knew how to handle every sort of work —
and at the same time he must always be ready.") The constant newness
of his working operations, his personal responsibility in performing them
("for himself and his whole working party"), the heterogeneity, diversity
and great changeability of his working situations make the miner on the
7
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alert and initiative in his working improvisation in most varied, rapidly
changing situations.
The difficulty of the miner's physical work in the pit is considerable
and indisputable, it is also evaluated so by the miners themselves. In
my research I came only exceptionally across a different evaluation of
the pit work, in particular by those who, during their lifetime, had le
arned another type of work (e.g. in a stone-pit, quarry) except the work
in the coal pit.
When comparing their own toil with the other kinds of workmen's
work (e.g. in the textile and, in particular, in the engineering industries)
the miners judge that the physical troublesomeness of their work is quite
obvious. It is substantiated also by the work danger and the incon
venience of the pit working place mentioned already in the preceding
context (in particular the constant working in water).
The miner usually realizes that at the moment he is entering the cage
at the beginning of the shift the possibility of an injury is strongly in
creasing. The slight and numerous accidents accompanying inseparably
the miner's work and life give sufficient evidence of this fact. In per
forming his work, however, the miner does not usually think of the
imminent danger. The accident rate in the underground work increases
naturally the course of the miner's accident curve.
Even his stereotyped working behaviour does not exclude a self-preser
vative attention reflex, in some working situations — according to the
subjective miner's interpretation in the course of our research — a fore
boding gets master of the miner. An instinctive estimate informs him of
an imminent danger. It is already illustrated by a research document,
which I am citing literally for its convincingness: A 86-year-old miner,
a pensioner, from the town Oslavany, relates such a piece of his ex
perience: " . . . the black soil itself is working and loosening its own forces
in its inward. I was working in the fore part, suddenly I felt a dreadful
danger... I should have stopped working, but it wouldn't be miner-like.
Then the supervisor came. There were a lot of talks. They said there was
no danger. When they had left I started again. I only slightly set my
mine hammer going and now it was here... all was displaced, it was
rolling all the time. My helper, still a boy, ran away. The lights went
out, I was in the dark. I jumped down from the wall, a piece of stone
fell on my leg. I was hurled away. I coulduit make a movement. All
was rolling down over me. . . great luck for me, it was on a slope. Stones
and rocks were considerable. I was nearly all buried. Then finally all
stopped. The help came. My leg was broken..." Well, quite simply,
without any pathos, the miner describes one of his numerous risky work
ing situations, when only his quick estimation and the following instant
decision decide upon his life. Let us notice that even here the foreboded
danger is being suppressed and superimposed by the command of work,
by the manifestation of the miner's solidarity, of the professional pride:
"It wouldn't be miner-like." (See the above-mentioned situation.)
From my own experience I know that the miner's fear of the danger
threatening him at work and vague thoughts of its imminence and in
tensity are reflected largely in the opinion of the vast miners' public.
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They find repercussion in the influence exerted upon their decision, in
particular in choosing their children's future calling. They are, naturally,
one of the causes of the difficulty to stabilize the numbers of trunk
miners.
Now I am passing over to the subjective level of the miner's sociopsychological attitude to his work (as reflected both in the individual and
in the group). Its relation to the level of the objective working process
is not identical, but it presents a diversified scale of qualitative features.
To analyze them is the object of the second part of my treatise. I am
fully aware of the fact that in its elaboration it is not quite possible to
draw a clear dividing line between these two types of levels.
It means that I am concentrating my attention, in particular, on the
following points: the miner's inner relation to work and its present mo
difications, the overall character of miner's work as seen by them. I will
take into account the miner's life approach, his oral utterances showing
the motives in choosing his life occupation; and finally his conception of
work as the basic means of subsistence for him and his family interfer
ing with a new, qualitatively higher, conception, when his own work
appears to him no more as social necessity, but, in some respect, as having
already a deeper meaning for his personal life.
The starting point of my considerations and research is, in the first
place, the miner's attitude to his work. His working function in society
is not only represented by the amount of his output achieved by his
working performance and the appropriate financial reward for it; that
would be too little if it were not represented even by his personal relation
to his achieved work.
Is his employment the prerequisite of keeping the bare existence of
his own and of his whole family? It is sure to have been so in the past
decades, as they appear by individual stages in the miner's memories in
the course of our research: the period of Austria-Hungary, the period of
private ownership of coalmines by joint-stock companies at the time
between the two World Wars, and, in particular, that of a foreign power,
the German occupation. The men are sure to have been forced to go to
the mines by the living necessity. At the time of the German occupation
even a strict labour command with a discriminating addition of national
and social character: "bis zum Kriegsende eingesetzt".
As early as in the past decades the miner often put in his work much
more than it was expressed in his financial reward, what, however, made
him and his mates a living elemental working group. Hence his extreme
self-sacrificing at the moment of a pit danger, hence the usual and fre
quent mourning by retired miners for their previous hard and dangerous
work in the early days of their pension. It is the sorrow, which so often
becomes unexpectedly master of their hearts and depresses them.
Notwithstanding it is necessary to see the miner's personal relation
to his work without illusions; it means in its genetic roots. If you put
the miners the question why they work, in the majority of cases you can
hear a bit more realistic answer — it was so at least at the time of the
researches — first of all to have something to live on, they themselves as
well as their families. Delight on work? This is often missing, they say,
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in particular, with those who entered the minig occupation at the time
of the economic depression in the thirties having previously worked in
another branch of industry, or it is felt subsequently. Proceeding from
the analysis of their statements, I should rather say it is unconscious. It
is often identical with the consciousness of working necessity, with the
duty to lead the way, with the prospects of work tasks and is increased
by the fairness of their wages compared with the wages in other branches
of industry. At the bottom of many a miner's heart there is his previous
discontentedness. Hiss deeply rooted personal and social distrust pre
vents him from taking a more positive and natural attitude. It is im
possible not to see the things as they are in the broad genetic context.
Comprehensibly the gradual development of the miner's position brings
along also a change in their access toward their work. As far as it was
permitted in the past by the difficult primitive technical miner's equip
ment, the output did not go down; so much the sooner that it was kept
up artificially by the working tasks strictly measured out and by con
stantly increasing surveillance of the pit supervisers. Their function then
was rather coercive than that of qualified advisers and leading cooperators. They were frequently compelled to that by the exploiting pit
management. There were also considerable differences in the qualification
and in the character of the supervisers, as shown by their behaviour
towards the miners. Their real qualities, both personal and professional,
were usually revealed quite rightly and accordingly evaluated by them.
The miner's attitude towards his work, which, in spite of all the dangers
of the pit workingplace, he likes, compelled him, by itself, to a fair and
constant average output. He slowly lost the deeper sense of his work, its
social connection and function. Being unable to make himself personally
and existentially free from it, he began to project his inner cleavage also
socially. He slowly became heartless and embittered. So his seemingly
sharply anti-social attitude arose, motivated by his own class position,
whether unconscious or conscious. It appeared the more frequently, the
more conspicuously his hard work was rewarded beyond the miner's
living sustenance. (The economic space of need and the existence mini
mum according to Ogburn's classification of the living standard.) In the
willages he could sometimes cope with this inner conflict, in particular,
when his own farming enabled him to improve not only his economic
position, but — sooner than to the rest of the village community — to
maintain partly his previous social status and with it the inseparable, in
the course of development strongly undermined, previous social prestige.
There appear, however, more positive connections discovered by the
researches. In an interview with the miners it is easy to learn that the
working process in its numerous pit variants prevails in their interests. In
their most varied subject matters they turn usually their talks again and
again to their pit work. This is an undeniable testimony to the fact that
the miner's work is hard, dangerous, a full-man one, which, in its burdensomeness, can be appreciated again only by the miner himself. Being
innerly balanced he overlooks the results of his work (his work euphoria,
a relaxing feeling of well-being, if a successful piece of work is in
question, which cannot be compensated by any financial reward), at the
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changing of the shifts he overlooks and scrutinizes his mate's work. Some
times only words of appreciation can be heard, which, pronounced direct
to the individual person, would not sound manful. It is sometimes even
surprising how the old mining boys are really sensitive to the appreciation
of their work by their superiors, whose authority they fully respect (the
foreman or the mine engineer); especially, if they are fair, sensitive and
objective. Of course, the miner must not give himself away, it would
seem a manifestation of inexpiable personal weakness and impotence.
How successful and outstanding the co-operation of such a working
group, of a good party and of the broader pit crew, is at the working
place, can be seen at the moments of a failure, of a pit accident, or at
the time of an extraordinary working effort. Sometimes even here the
words of praise are sparing and mistakes are made by immoderate and
undue reserve. The words of appreciation are measured off by the miner
very carefully and with difficulty. He grudges them and spares them as
well as the relation to his own hard work is gradually becoming plain
and beautiful. In spite of all their subjective reservations this principally
positive socio-psychologic miner's attitude is appearing quite clear. It is
acknowledged by the direct experience of the majority of those who have
worked for some time with the miners in the pit, whether as brigadeworkers after the war or as the pit-appointed ones in the war-time.
When evaluating his own work the miner mentions most frequently
all its typical features: technical and underground difficulties, strain, life
danger, time-limitation, etc. When comparing the present time with the
past, he points out its insufficient wage equivalent (in comparing it with
the financial evaluation of the other workmen's occupations, in particular,
with those considered in his opinion less difficult and less strenuous). The
miner himself considers his work socially very important. He has been
reassured in this by his experiences at the war-time higher wages, higher
rations of all sorts, which raised his social prestige with the other groups
of population, in the villages, in particular, with the farmers. Conceivably
the development trend of his own evaluation increased sharply after the
year 1945, reassured by the rich complex of official manifestations and
utterances of the party leaders, government members, trade-union functio
naries, by the press, radio, posters, mining brigade-workers or by an in
creased recruitment of miners' apprentices of late.
All the more bitterly the miner misses the corresponding financial con
sequences of this fact. On comparing his own wages with those of the
other workmen's occupations and trades he refers to the frequent dispro
portion in rewarding various kinds of work and is surprisingly very sen
sitive in this respect, in spite of all his working-class solidarity. (He
demands — and in the majority of cases quite rightfully — that the
superiority and troublesomeness of his work may find direct expression
also in wage priority.) ("I shall be really content when the miner gets
his due.")
The character of the miner's work is and remains still in spite of all
the technical achievements, a hard and uncompromising battle with the
Earth and its forces. In thousands of variations, in the same, but yet
always new, working situations, the miner must constantly be alert and
10
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ready. He is sure to have summarized and classified prudently his pre
vious experiences. But if his immediate and direct fighting against the
Earth, against its movements and shifts, against the water force, fire, and
gas, is concerned, his situation is quickly changing. In addition, other
accompanying circumstances make his work impossible and rather com
plicated; they are oppresive heat, excessive amount of pit powder, in
creased exhaustiveness, constant darkness interrupted nowadays only by
the blinking of an already electric miner's lamp. These difficulties and
troubles are usually increased also by the space cumbersomeness of his
working place, frequently very narrow. In addition, there is constant and
imminent danger of an possible accident or even of death. Such condi
tions of his pit working place bring him nearer to the life of the cavedwellers of the pre-historic time. They make his senses sharp, keep him
watchful, demand his attention, and awaken his instincts, in particular,
that of self-preservation.
It is conceivable that in such situations the miner's vocabulary and
the functional usage of his means of expression undergo a violent
change.
By the performance of his own occupation and by the psychic experien
ces accompanying it (seemingly stereotyped by constant repetition and yet
again and again unexpected and new) the miner is, to a certain extent,
put far back; as far as somewhere, to the very natural base of the im
mediate and constant fight of man for pure life; in particular, if we take
no account of the technical achievements which there are at the miner's
disposal nowadays. Notwithstanding, their import must not be overesti
mated. Frequently the one-sided and insufficient mechanization of our
mines, as shown in the physical burdensomeness and strenousness of his
individual working performance, are, besides the already old and scarce
staff of miners, one of the prevailing causes of the already mentioned
bottle-necked coal output. Also at present, a disproportion between the
need for stabilized numbers of miners and the disfunctioning trend of
their fluctuation is apparent.
One of the important factors of the miner's work is the determination
of the motives which have led him to his work. The family continuity
maintaining mining as their traditional occupation is now disappearing
very rapidly. It was still intensive enough in the previous generation —
with the present-day miner's fathers — and nearly regular in that of their
grandfathers. It is out of question that its loss (nearly complete in the
area of CRO, but strongly shaken in the area of OK) is in direct con
nection with the economic and social reasons: with the miner's desire for
social rise and his effort to make his life existence more secure or to
enable his children to have a less unpleasant and dangerous work.
The interruption of traditional miner's family continuity has also direct
psychological roots. As asserted by some miners of Oslavany the exteuantion of the custom to wear the miner's uniform and the abolition of the
special miners' festivals caused, undoubtedly, the decline of the miners'
social prestige and led to the weakening of the miners' tradition, not only
with the youngest generation, but also in the eyes of the general public.
If we overlook the motives leading to the choice of the miner's occupa11
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tion (the CRO area) we find that the individuals who had chosen this
occupation from economic and social reasons were more numerous than
those who were personally interested in underground work. At the same
time there were some special reasons, such as the relative constancy of
work, old-age, accident and sickness insurances or the family security in
case of the miner's death.
Formerly in many cases the parents will determined their sons' vo
cation. In recent years, in accordance with the disappearing miners' tra
dition, these cases are still less frequent. In the past the second-born
and younger sons of the farmers' families found their vocation in the
mines; in addition, skilled artisans, who were not able to find employ
ment anywhere else, such as bricklayers, carpenters, locksmiths, electri
cians, and engineers. The numbers of miners were increased by those who,
owing to their inferior abilities, could not make themselves useful else
where; in many cases there appears direct realionship to the standard
achieved at school. There were among the miners even those who
achieved good or even high standards, but who were unable, owing to
bad economic situation of their parents, to learn a craft or trade, or to
attend a grammar school.
In the time of the economic crisis (1929—1933), the mines became the
place of general resort for multitudes of craftsmen and tradesmen who, in
consequence of the bad economic situation, were not able to found their
independent subsistence, but, at the same time, they were directly or
indirectly expelled from the employee's relation to their masters. (A
drastic case: Mr. W. J., a barber by vocation from Oslavany, who was
secured 15 Czechoslovak crowns (!) per week by the wage system of that
time.) At that time we could find bakers, tailors, barbers, shoemakers,
butchers, chemists, shopkeepers of all sorts and also those who had
finished their studies at the commercial schools, or even those who had
not graduated, among the people apprenticed for the miners' trade.
The great variety of the miners' social origins and their previous
original occupations in the CRO area is sure to have been one of the
causes of the high fluctuation and the mass withdrawal from the miners'
business after the year 1945. The situation in the other mining areas,
especially in the OK area, was developing alike.
The miner's life attitude does not interfere with his sound estimation
of his place in the social system or it does not heighten excessively his
own pretentiousness. He is, however, aware of the importance of his
work. He finds excessive talking about social preferences in mining super
ficial and trite. They affect him in an unpleasant way, particularly if they
are to postpone the wage regulation. In the same way they decline the
newspaper articles and radio programmes of the sort. They regard both
as impropriate, and sometimes even as disturbing. On the other hand,
they follow with understanding and sympathy all serious interest (scienti
fic research) in their social position, economic situation, and their leisuretime activities.
In spite of all objections and exceptions, the miner's life attitude is
predominantly optimistic. He likes to talk about these subject matters
quite freely. From my own experience I know that when interviewed
13
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individually or in groups, they always turned their talks to their own
work, to the various ways and difficulties of its objective evaluation.
The results of the researches show that the miner's life is becoming
more and more differentiated socially and in the scope of interests. For
a real miner his work still remains the main concern of his life. A sixtyyear-old miner. Mr. J. S. from Oslavany, when asked by the author of
this thesis, what he would like to be if he could choose his vocation again,
answered: "A miner again, but under different conditions." It is necessary
to understand this exception. It reflects rather his bitter past experiences
(miner's conservatism) than the present-day development trend. The
present miner's situation must be seen in its development dynamics. It
fully conforms with the determination of the working function of any
other social group in their wider social context. It is fully applicable
also for the miner's social group.
The scope of the structural changes in our mining industry after the
year 1945, characterized by the nationalization of the mines, established
a new, much wider, social basis.
Many of the miners had experienced the years of the lock-out as con
sequence of their different political conviction fifteen years ago. That
was why they could appreciate the fact that the power was shifted into
their hands and that there was nothing done against their interest in the
business concern. This, along with the old tradition of the concern, was
able to create the optimistic atmosphere of creative co-operation which
was so necessary for increasing the coal output.
It is quite understandable that the miner, along with the securing and
protection of his rights, feels also the increase of his social duties, his
deeper social responsibilities. From the sociological point of view it is
evident for the future. Their political and trade-unionist maturity and
profound cultural outlook, their strengthening vocational solidarity, will
help to realize this tendency, which was also confirmed by the research.
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Cf. Informativni pfirucka (Information Handbook), edited by 3 department of
the Central Committee of the CP of Czechoslovakia in Ostrava, Sept. 1964, com
piled by the team of workers of the Work Economy Division of the Research
Workplace of the Fuel Economics from the Research Base in Ostrava and by the
lecturers of Central committee of the CP.
The results of my researches have been confirmed by the results of the later
researches made in O K region; as well as by argument of the opponent at the
reviewer's discussion held on Nov. 30th. 1966, in Ostrava and attended by the
author.
Cf. the book by Radovan Richta & comp. Civilizace na rozcesti (Civilization at
the Crossroads, the social and human connections of the scientific and technical
revolution), Edition 1, published by Svoboda, Prague 1966, pp. 22—23.
E.g. in the MS. of my postgraduate thesis Sociology of the Miner, Part I, apolo
gized before the appropriate scientific commission in Prague on Sept. 27th, 1966.
Cf. my thesis Miner's Hygiene in Sociologicka revue (Review of Sociology) in
Brno, Vol. 14, pp. 192-206.
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Cf. my article The Miner's Social Function in Veda a zivot (Science and Life),
in Brno, 1947, pp. 127-136.
The results of a complex sociological research in the K D area with the sta
tistical data compiled by Mr. K. Wysocky.
Cf. the data in Informacni pfirucka (Information Handbook), pp. 9—11 and the
attached diagrams, pp. 20—25 and 26-29 of I. H .
The term Working community is used in accordance with the conception of Mr.
Ferdinand Tonnies, his Gemeinschaft contrasted with Gesellschaft. I suppose that
in the tradition of the development of the Czech sociology this usage is more
appropriate than the broader and, newly introduced conception of Mr. J. Szczepanski. His „Koncept pospolitosti" includes essentially all groups of people in
which a certain social force is arising and kept up.
Quoted from the Czech translation by Mr. M . Disman of his The Essential
Concepts of Sociology, p. 90; published by Nakladatelstvi politicke literatury,
Prague, Edition 1, 1966.
This has been confirmed not only by the results of my field research in the
second half of the forties, but also by the present-day pit situation. It is con
firmed by the conclusions of the above-mentioned sociological research of the
K O coal-mining area. It shows that the future sociological research must take
the same direction in its orientation.
Cf. my article The Miner's Language (Hornicka fed) in Slezsky sbomik, Vol. 1948,
pp. 103-125.
Its new, more developed form, the Miner's Day, stressing the social prestige of
the miner's work, confirms it even for the present time.
Also at the present time the diversity of subsistence motives prevails over the
personal interests in the miner's vocation; the scale is, however, changing quickly
its range. Cf. the MS. of the Conclusion Report of the above-mentioned sociolo
gical research of the K O coal-mining area in the years 1964—1965.
The relative homogeneity of the predominantly rural hinterland of the CRO area
with limited possibilities of another industrial vocation has led to a quicker sta
bilization in the course of the development compared with that of the K O area.
So by the middle of the sixties in the CRO area it was 90 per cent of the overall
initial state while in the K O area it was only a bit over 70 per cent; it is very
conspicuous from the viewpoint of the development
From the second half of the forties.
16 Freely quoted from the article by Ing. J. Teindl in „Nase doba", Vol. 22, No.
9-10, p. 444.
The same are the conclusions of the Conclusion Report in MS. of the sociological
research of the K O area, which is sure to be soon published.
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HOHNlKOVA

PRACE

Ve svem pfispevku se pokousim o sociologicky nacrt dilfiich aspektu hornikovy
•price pod zemi i s minimalnim rozpetim souvislosti mimopracovnich. Obe sfery
hornfkova zivota — pracovni i mimopracovni — tvofi pfitom nedflnou jednotu, vzajemne se ovlivnuji a zasahuji. Pracovni i mimopracovni projevy hornikova zivota
zive rezonuji i v jeho bezprostfedni'm socialnim prostfedi (hlavne rodinnem a pfibuzenskem), i v SirSi'm pfilehlem prostfedi mimohornickem. Svou zpetnou vazbou
tak pomahaji vytvafet hornikuv socidlni status i promennou hladinu spoleienske
prestize.
Vykladovy kontext me prace je vysledkem systematickeho sociologickeho vyzkumu, pfevazne kvalitativniho typu, realizovaneho s vyuzitim metodologickeho aparatu
pluralistickeho souboru dostupnych technik. Uskutecnen byl ve druhe polovine 40.
let v oblasti rosicko-oslavanskeho revfru (ROD) jako vychodiskove, v oblasti ostravsko-karvinskeho reviru (SOKD) jako srovnavaci. Nektere jeho zavery (odraz konkretnich useku hornicke Setfene tematiky) byly uz dilem publikovany jinde, dilem
pouzity ve sve vysledne interpretacnf i vyhodnocujici roving take jinak.
V tomto clanku jsem se pokusil o zaverecnou syntezu svych getfeni, dotykajici
se prave nejzavaznejSi problematiky hornictvi vubec — dulnf prace.
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Hornickd prace v podzemi je fyzicky krajnS namahavym, rizikovym a pomSmft
slozitym osobnim vykonem havife na jeho pracovisti, vykonavanym za specifickych
podmlnek v dulm'm prostfedi. Pfes vsechnu postupujfci mechanizaci dulni t£zby vyzaduje stale intenzivni vyp£ti i pfimou dfinu sveho bezprostfedniho vykonavatele —
hornika. Jeji specificke podminky maji sve slozky objektivni i subjektivni, kter6 zustavaji v tesnych reciprocnich i zpetnych vazbach, jak v pomeru k horniku samotnemu, tak i k odrazu tohoto vztahu v jeho sirsim socialnim prostfedi.
Objektivni podminky hornfkova dulniho usili determinuji, casto urcujicim zpiisobem, jeho dulni vykon, jeho kvantitu i kvalitu, konfrontaci s plneriim jeho pozadovanych norem. Patfi k nim: pfirodne technicke jeho pracovi§t£, uzce korespondujici v hornfkove pracovni poloze jeho pracovniho vykonu, klimaticke podminky
jeho prace v hlubine (pfedevsim teplota, mokro, prach a vfetrani) a konecnS jine
technicke podminky, pro splneni jeho vykonovych norem nezbytne (zahrnujici osvStleni jeho pracoviste, stoupajici podil hluku a vibrace), kter6 zatim bezprostfednfi
plati i za pronikani dulni mechanizace. Riziko mozn6ho pracovniho urazu ci nemoci
z povolani je od hornikovy dulni pracovni expozice neodlucitelne. ZdravotnS bezpetaostni pfedpisy je ponSkud zmensuji, ale nelikviduji.
Ruznorodost a slozitost bohate clenene skaly dulnich pracovnich ukonii u kmenoveho hornika je pro jeho vykon na pracovisti stejng pfiznadna jako jeho rizikovost cl stupen jeho fyziologickeho zatizeni (hlavnS neurosenzorick^ho). Tak se vytvafi i automaticky hornikuv pracovni stereotyp, bohatymi zkusenostmi postupnd
obm&novany, zvlastS citliv§ reagujici na chvile vypjat£ho dulniho nebezpecX
Subjektivni slozky hornikovy prace v hlubine jsou odrazem jejich objektivnich
determinant v jeho v6domi: individualnim i skupinovem. Vyznamnym pfitom zustava
hornikuv vlastni pom&r k jeho praci. Je poznamenan zpStnym pusobenim nejriiznSjsich vln socialni mobility v jeho vyvoji (zvlastS zfetelne' ve 30. letech, v dobS
krize, za okupace v udobi totalniho nasazeni, i v prudkych zmenach po roce 1945).
I tak zustava zfejme, ze strukturalnimi promgnami naSeho SirSi'ho socialniho kontextu, jeho postupnou socializaci, pfedevsim po znarodneni dolu, byl vytvofen zakladni pfedpoklad jeho urCujfciho vymezeni rostouciho vyznamu druhu prace hor
nikovy jako centrdlniho cinitele v jeho zivote. Ma sve ruzne variace uvolnujici 6i
deviacni (mzdov6, bytovd, zdravotni, srovnavaci profese atp.); ma v§ak i sv6 obmfeny socialne psychicke, zpevftujici a integrujici hornictvi (vSdomi specificnosti jeho
socialniho vyznamu ii zodpov6dna hornikova spoluprace v jeho pracovni skupine
apod.); a ani komplexni slozitost hornicke prace („staleho potykani se zemi, s jejimi
pohyby i pfesuny, s zivly vodnimi, ohn£m i s plyny") ji neru§i. Poznamenava ovSem
hornikovu mentaiitu, odra^i se v jeho chovani, pfedevSim v jehc projevech jazykovych.
Vyznafine rysy hornickd prace vyzafuji zp6tn§ v sirfim spoledensk^m prostfedi.
Dnes leckdy podvazuji svobodnou volbu hornictvi jako cil zivotniho povolani, uvolfiuji zivou hornickou rodinnou tradici, pfivadeji sem i dodasne brigadniky a vytyCuji i za mgnici se energeticke situace nezbytnost hornickS kmenov6 stabilizace.
Ovlivfiuji hornikuv hodnotovy system i jeho zivotni postoj. Pfes vSechny uzke profily jevi se ve shode s vysledky vyzkumu pfevaznS optimistickymi.
Po roce 1945 pfes vsechny dilfii deviace v obou setfenych revirech (ROD i SOKD)
postupnfi narusta trend tvofive hornicke spoluprace. Vytvafi se jeji nove socialni
klima na dolech samych i v §ir5im spoleCenskem rozptylu. Postupnfe sili hornikovo
vedomi, ze pfes vsechny otevfene problemy, vedle zajisteni zakladnich hornickych
prdv, vystupuje i mira vlastnich povinnosti; hornicke pracovni zodpovednosti pfede
vsim. Rostouci politicka i odborafskd aktivita horniku, prohlubujici se jejich rozhled kulturni, silici vazby jejich profesionalni jednoty, ale i celospolecenski integrace
jsou vyzkumne zjistene vyvojove trendy, zfejm6 v hornickern ter^nu uz v dob&
meho vyzkumu. Jsou v§ak i vyhledovS pfislibem kvalitativni noveho uplatneni tviirCich rozvojovych sil: pro lispich hornictvi sam^ho i progresivni vyvoj cele nasi so
cialni skutecnosti.

